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Abstract
An adaptive Kalman filter is presented to provide
improvements in short-term (5 to 20 minutes)
trajectory forecasting. The approach treats the wind
uncertainty as a random process with an
autocorrelation function of known form. The filter
estimates the current contribution of the wind
uncertainty and estimates the future position given
that future wind uncertainty will be correlated with
the current wind uncertainty.
The adaptation
algorithm obtains the model parameters by looking at
recorded data and can be applied in a real-time
setting. Since the model adapts to measured data, the
model does not require data exchange and should
handle non-stationary processes that vary slowly.
A simulation was developed of the aircraft
longitudinal equations of motion incorporating the
effect of wind uncertainty. Simulation results show a
potential reduction of trajectory forecasting errors
between 70% at 5-minute look-ahead to 40% at 20minute look-ahead. A sensitivity analysis revealed
that the full longitudinal aircraft model is required for
improvements below 5 minutes look-ahead, but a
simplified model can be used for larger look-ahead
times.
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The filter was applied to a sample of radar data and
reduced the trajectory forecasting uncertainty from
1.4 to 1.0 nautical mile at a 10-minute look-ahead.
As an example, the impact of such a reduction on
conflict probe performance was analyzed. Both
missed and false alerts could be reduced and the
buffer size could also be reduced to maintain a
constant missed alert level.
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Introduction
Modernization of the current National Airspace
System (NAS) is reliant on the development and
deployment of automation and decision support
systems (DSS). This is evidenced in descriptions of
future concepts of operation for the NAS from both
the FAA [1] and NASA [2]. The reliance on
automation is not only limited to the USA, but is also
evident in the strategy for the future European ATM
system [3].

Nomenclature
x
A, B, M
u

Measurement
Elevator control
Control law or Kalman gain matrix
Expected value
Speed perturbation
1/ wind perturbation time scale
Time
Frequency
Unity white noise
Terms in wind noise matrix
Angle of attack
Pitch rate
Flight path angle
Altitude perturbation
State transition matrix
Wind noise scale factor
Wind noise co-variance matrix
Measurement noise co-variance matrix
Measurement noise
Measurement
Matrix relating measurement to state
Error covariance matrix
Simplified longitudinal response
parameter

State vector
Matrices in state model
Control vector
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The drive to increased automation promises to
deliver increases in efficiency, improvements in
service quality, and better coordination and
planning. However, the degree to which automation
can deliver the promise is highly dependent on the
ability of the automation to forecast the future state
of the NAS. For example, the performance of
conflict probe is largely based upon the accurate
forecasting of future aircraft positions (e.g., [4], [5]).
Future decision support tools such as the enroute/descent advisor (EDA) have also been shown
to exhibit increased benefits with improved
trajectory prediction [6]. While DST performance
may also be affected by forecasting other aspects of
the NAS (e.g., weather, outage status, load), this
paper focuses on improving the accuracy of
trajectory forecasts.

with RUC-1 and 7.2 knots with augmented winds.
However, the wind uncertainty was also found to
contain a significant number of hours for which the
rms errors were significantly larger (e.g., up to 30
knots). One therefore cannot assume that the wind
errors encountered by an aircraft are stationary.

Errors in trajectory forecasting are the result of two
basic causes: errors in modeling or errors in input
data. Modeling errors include the omission of
specific terms in the equations of motion (e.g., use
of instantaneous turns, exclusion of the wind
gradient modeling term, or errors in aircraft
performance model). Errors in the input data
include lack of intent, inaccuracies in obtained
current aircraft position, errors in wind forecasting,
errors in departure time, temperature errors and
flight technical errors. Many of these errors are
described in the literature (e.g., [7], [8], [9], [10] and
[11]) along with the impact of the errors on
trajectory prediction accuracy. Naturally, errors
stemming from exclusion of modeling terms can be
reduced through the inclusion of known terms in the
equations of motion.
Information exchange
([6],[12]) can be used to reduce input errors for
certain cases when one participant possesses higher
fidelity information (e.g., sharing intent, sharing
weight information). However, errors in input data
pose more of a challenge if the input data is only
known to a certain degree of accuracy. One such
term is the wind uncertainty.

One may argue that migration to four-dimensional
contracts may mitigate the need to improve trajectory
forecasting, as aircraft will be capable of controlling
to a desired trajectory. However, end states not
relying on 100% equipage and transition to the end
state are still likely to benefit from improved
trajectory forecasting.

Within the air traffic management domain, efforts to
improve the accuracy of trajectory forecasts due to
wind uncertainty have led researchers to improve the
wind forecasting (e.g., [13], [14]). For example,
migration to RUC-2 was reported to reduce the rms
vector error by 0.5 – 1.0 m/s (1-2 kts). Other efforts
[12] have relied on the data linking of wind reports
via ACARS to improve the DST knowledge of the
winds. This latter effort provided improvements of
10-15% in along-track prediction error.

This paper presents an alternative approach for
improving trajectory forecasts through application of
known Kalman filtering techniques. The approach
can be applied to ground-based decision support tools
without requiring additional data exchange or
collaboration on the part of the flight deck. The
approach relies on knowledge of the dynamic
response of aircraft to changes in the wind, and uses
knowledge of the statistical properties of the wind to
obtain the best estimate the future aircraft state. This
approach is well defined in the literature (e.g., [15],
[16]).
Since the statistics of the wind are known to be
variable, an adaptive scheme is used to compensate
for winds with variable statistical properties. This
type of approach has been used in [17] to provide
estimates of the wind experienced by a re-entering
space shuttle.

Errors in wind forecasting translate into errors in
estimating the ground speed, and integrate into
future positional uncertainty. Early investigations
(e.g. [4], [12]) expressed the trajectory forecasting
accuracy as growing linearly with a growth rate of
between 7 to 15 knots. With this kind of growth
rate, a twenty-minute prediction yields an error of
2.3 to 5 miles.

Longitudinal Aircraft Dynamics
Analysis of the impact of wind on an aircraft begins
with a state-based description of the longitudinal
linearized aircraft dynamics as shown below.

More recent investigations [13] have found wind
uncertainty with expected rms values of 10 knots

x& = A x + Bu
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(1)

y=Mx

This model is not meant to represent the exact
autocorrelation function of the wind uncertainty.
Instead, we are attempting to present a model of the
wind error relevant to the trajectory-forecasting
problem. For example, turbulent fluctuations would
be concentrated at high frequency, but would likely
not have an impact on the trajectory forecast. In
Figure 1, we compare our model to the measured
autocorrelation of a flight’s speed perturbation from a
mean. Clearly the model captures the salient features
of the curve.

(2)

Where, equation (1) can be expressed as:
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Measured Autocorrelation vs. Model

References [18] and [19] can be used to obtain the
matrices A and B. Each element of the state vector
represents a perturbation away from an equilibrium
value. We did not include the impact of the throttle,
as we are applying the filter to situations for which
flights are applying constant power. Also note that
we are primarly concerned with the effects of wind
on the aircraft trajectory forecasts; thus we elect to
neglect the impact of high-frequency aeroelastic
modes.
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State-Vector Augmentation
Using the wind uncertainty autocorrelation function
described in (5), we obtain the power spectral density
(PSD) of the function and approximate the PSD with
the following representation.

(4)
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A simple model is selected for the wind uncertainty.
We begin by assuming that the wind uncertainty can
be expressed, in the aircraft reference frame, as a
random process with a specified autocorrelation
function. For the along-track error, we are only
concerned with the longitudinal component of the
wind uncertainty. The wind autocorrelation term is
simply assumed to be Gaussian with an unknown
time scale. This yields the following autocorrelation
function for the wind error. Note that the wind
uncertainty is assumed to be highly correlated close
in time, with diminishing correlation as observations
are further in time.
2 2
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Figure 1. Comparison of measured
autocorrelation function to model

Wind Uncertainty Model
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The control law is selected to provide increased
damping of the phugoid and short-period modes
while keeping the deflections reasonable.

E[uW (t )uW (t + τ )] = u rms e − a τ

Model

0

We model the closed-loop response of the aircraft
by assuming an altitude-hold mode using the
following control law. We neglect servo dynamics.

∆η = [0 − k 1 k

Measured

0.8

(6)

By applying spectral factorization techniques to the
above, we can design a state-based model of the
wind. The wind (uW) is modeled as a second order
process driven by unity white noise (w) as shown
below.
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With:

a1 = 4 2a w

x k +1 = Φ k x k + β k wk
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(9)

a2 = 2a w 2 4 sin(5π 8)
1

(11)

In the above equation, the state-vector (x) is the
augmented state vector in (9), and the process is
driven by white noise (βkwk) with a co-variance
matrix Qk (obtained from integration of (10)).

We simulated the above wind model and compared
the wind autocorrelation function to that expressed
in (5) and found the agreement to be good, as shown
in Figure 2.

The form of the equation is identical to that found in
[15]. The measurement is obtained from (2) and may
also include some measurement noise (v) with covariance matrix Rk.

Comparison of Simulated vs Theoretical
Wind Autocorrelation

E[u(t) u(t+tau)]/u
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The optimal filter can be solved for the above
equations by following the process shown in equation
(13) (from [15]). The filter seeks an estimate of the
state as a linear combination of the measurements in
order to minimize the sum of the squares of the
estimation error.
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Figure 2. Simulated wind autocorrelation

K k = Pk− H kT ( H k Pk− H kT + Rk ) −1
)
)
)
x k = x k− + K k ( z k − H k x k− )

The above state-based representation of the wind
can be incorporated into the closed-loop aircraft
dynamics by including the effect of along-track
changes in the wind. This leads to the following
state-based representation of the aircraft and wind
dynamics.

Pk = ( I − K k H k ) Pk−
)
)
x k−+1 = Φ k x k

(13)
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We assume initial conditions of zero for all states and
error co-variances. The βk term can be obtained
through a Cholesky decomposition of the Qk matrix.
The above filtering algorithm provides an updated
estimate of the state vector at the current time step
given process and measurement noise. However, we
seek a forecast of the position at some future time, up
to 20 minutes from the current time. Using equation
(11), we project the current state forward, using the
current state-transition matrix (Φk), and without the
presence of the white-noise term (wk). We then
integrate the ground speed to obtain along-track
position. Effectively, this computes the response of
the aircraft to the initial conditions, and to the
expected part of the wind uncertainty. As we can see
from Figure 1, we know the wind error will persist
for a few minutes into the future. By estimating the
current wind error, and using knowledge of the
persistence of that error, the trajectory forecast can be
improved.

(10)

Filtering Algorithm
The state-based representation in (10) can be
reduced to a discrete representation by integrating
the analytical solution to (10) across one time step
(∆t). In order to simplify the analytical solution, we
first
numerically
obtain
the
eigenvalue
decomposition of the matrix in (10). The problem
then reduces to the following form:
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Results of Simulation

Error in 10 minute forecast
3

We determined the degree to which the filtering
algorithm can improve a forecast of the future
position of a flight by conducting simulations of a
flight, using the equations in (10) as representative
of “truth”. These equations were driven by unity
We verified that the
white noise (wk).
autocorrelation function of the simulated wind
corresponded to the desired autocorrelation function
of the wind. A model of a “generic” jet transport
was used. The first simulation assumed that the
airspeed was being measured every 30 seconds.

Filtered

Error (nmi)

2

Projection
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Figure 4. Filtered vs. Projected forecast error
We repeat the above for a variety of look-ahead times
and plot the root-mean-squared (rms) errors in Figure
5. Application of the filtering technique results in a
significant reduction in the rms error across all lookahead times.
Naturally, the magnitude of the
reduction will be dependent on the characteristics of
the wind uncertainty (i.e., wind error rms and spectral
density function).

Figure 3 compares the simulated versus estimated
value of the altitude error. The simulation assumes
a wind rms error of 10 knots and a characteristic
time (1/a in (5)) of 1000 seconds. Even though we
are only observing the airspeed, the Kalman filter
can obtain the altitude for this scenario. The filter
can also obtain other aircraft state variables.
Altitude Error

RMS Errors (urms=10 kts, a= 0.001)
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Figure 5. Impact of filter on forecast error versus
look-ahead time

Figure 3. Simulated altitude versus estimate

Parametric Analysis

Using the estimated state vector, we calculated the
forecast position as described before. We compare
the forecast to the position at the future time to
obtain an along-track error. We also obtain the error
based upon projecting the ground speed forward.
Figure 4 shows these errors at a 10-minute lookahead time for a candidate flight path. Observe that
the filtered errors are typically below the projected
errors.

The approach described for forecasting the future
aircraft position relies on two separate models: an
aircraft dynamics model and a model of the wind
uncertainty. Modeling errors for each of these may
occur for a variety of reasons:
•
•
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The model is only an approximation of the
physical processes (e.g., the noise will not
exactly follow the estimated PSD).
The data within the model can only be known to
a limited degree of accuracy (e.g., the weight of
the aircraft, some of the aircraft stability
derivatives).

•

important if one seeks to improve trajectory
forecasts. However, for longer look-ahead times, the
longitudinal dynamics may be simplified further by
just considering the speed response as a damped
exponential driven by the wind term (equation 14).
We verified that this model produced rms errors
identical to the full longitudinal model for look-ahead
times above 5 minutes.

The physical processes are not all stationary; in
particular the wind error parameters will change
with time.

One method for dealing with the last two modeling
errors is to incorporate an adaptation scheme into
the filtering algorithm. Briefly, this adaptation
scheme varies the model parameters and selects the
“best” parameters. Since the filter is already
performing some optimization, the adaptation, in
essence, is seeking the “best of the best”. The
adaptation algorithm is described in more detail in
the next section.

u& = λu + u&W

Adaptation Algorithm
Many of the parameters described in the preceding
section are not known for flights in the airspace.
Furthermore, even if known, certain parameters (e.g.
wind autocorrelation time scale aw) will likely change
as a function of time. The purpose of the adaptation
algorithm is to obtain a set of parameters providing
the best solution given all available information. We
define the “best” solution as that which minimizes
the rms error of the desired forecast.

The aircraft model described in the prior section
requires a large number of parameters for the
purposes of computing the aircraft longitudinal
response to perturbations. Examples of these
parameters include stability derivatives, feedback
gains, average wind rms, and wind time scales.
Given the large number of parameters, it is not
reasonable to adapt each parameter in the model.
We therefore conducted a sensitivity analysis of the
forecast to errors in each parameter.

present
position

The results of this analysis indicate that the effect of
modeling errors depends on the time scale of
interest. Figure 6 illustrates the range in fractional
reduction in error as a function of look-ahead time.
Each curve represents a 5% modeling error in one
parameter (e.g., weight, lift curve slope, etc.). Even
with modeling errors, for a 20-minute look-ahead, a
35-40% reduction in forecasting error was possible.
However, at a 5-minute look-ahead, modeling errors
had a significant impact on the relative performance
of the filter although the absolute error is small (see
Figure 5).

Lookahead

5. Adapt
parameters
4. Obtain
forecasting
error
3. Project
forward

Impact of 5% Modeling Errors on
Forecasting Error

2. Update
the state,
solve (13)

80%
Decrease in RMS
forecast error

(14)

60%
40%

1. Assume
parameters

20%
0%
-20%
5

10
15
Look-ahead time (min)

Figure 7. Illustration of adaptation process

20

Figure 7 illustrates the adaptation process that we
applied to the prior filter. We are applying this filter
to flights in progress for which we have stored recent
position and velocity information. This approach
requires that the user specify a desired look-ahead

Figure 6. Impact of 5% modeling errors on the
relative forecasting error.
For shorter look-ahead horizons, precise modeling
of the longitudinal dynamics of the aircraft is
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time for the adaptation.
proceeds as follows:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

The algorithm then

Application To Radar Data
We obtained a sample of radar data for a collection of
flights in the New York ARTCC. From this data, we
extracted a subset of flights meeting certain
conditions:
• A continuous segment of data exceeding 30
minutes was available for the flight.
• The flight did not encounter any large turns or
vectors during the 30 minute segment.
• The flight was maintaining a constant altitude
during the time segment.

Assume values for all parameters used by the
filter.
Use stored flight data to solve for equations
(13) from a large time in the past up to the
present time minus the look-ahead time.
As the state in 2 is updated, project equation
(11) forward without the random term (wk).
Integrate the ground speed to obtain the forecast
position.
Obtain the forecasting error as the rms of the
difference between the forecast position and the
observed position.
Perturb the parameters in such a way as to
minimize the forecasting error.

After the above selection criteria, we obtained 10
flights with a total of 1975 data points on which we
could evaluate our filter.
The positions obtained from radar data are subject to
substantial measurement error (average distance to
radar = 146 nautical miles). Naturally, the ground
speed obtained from numerically differentiating these
positions provides a very noisy signal. Prior to
implementing our filter, we reduced the measurement
noise by passing the ground speed through a firstorder low-pass filter. We argue that the highfrequency terms are dominated by the measurement
noise and are not relevant to the trajectory forecasting
problem. Figure 8 illustrates the ground speed before
and after filtering. This filtering scheme continues to
ensure that the overall approach can be applied in a
real-time environment.

We experimented with a variety of algorithms
(Powell’s method, steepest descent, random search,
and exhaustive) for selecting the parameters that
would minimize the forecasting error. Ultimately,
the exhaustive search provided the best solution
without large computational penalty. Given the
simplification provided by equation (14), the
number of parameters in the model was reduced to
three (λ, urms and aw). We additionally added a
constraint on the urms parameter to ensure that the
measured value was consistent with the assumed
value.
Once the parameters of the model are determined,
we continue to update the state up to the aircraft
present position. We then obtain a forecast of the
aircraft position, a look-ahead time from now, by
propagating the state transition matrix forward
(equation 11).

Effect of lowpass Filter on Groundspeed

Groundspeed (kts)

550

All of the equations of motion described so far refer
to speeds that are perturbations from a mean.
However, that mean may also be a variable function
of time. As a result, every time the process
illustrated in Figure 7 is performed, we renormalize
all data using a current estimate of the average
ground speed. Since the position data is also subject
to measurement noise, we obtain the current average
ground speed as that which minimizes the sum of
the square of the errors to the measured positions.

Filtered

500

Measured

450
400
350
300
250
3500

4000

4500

5000

5500

Time (seconds)

Figure 8. Impact of low pass filter on speed
Once we obtained the filtered speeds, we
synchronized the data for use in our approach. Our
method is greatly simplified by assuming a constant
time step between data points. Yet the radar data is
received asynchronously. We therefore translated the
asynchronous data into synchronous data through
interpolation of positions.

The approach proposed here is based entirely on
measured past data obtained for an individual flight.
This method is therefore suitable both for real-time
applications and post-processing applications.
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When averaged across all forecast data points, the
error using the extrapolated average ground speed is
1.4 nautical miles at a look-ahead of 10 minutes. This
figure is commensurate with an 8.4 knot growth rate
in the error, consistent with prior studies. This error
is reduced by 0.37 nautical miles (±0.06 nautical
miles at 95% confidence) through the application of
the adaptive filter.

One of the required elements in this approach is an
estimate of the measurement noise autocorrelation
(the Rk term in equation 13). We obtain an estimate
of this term by assuming that changes in the ground
speed from one time step to the next are largely the
result of measurement noise. The effect of the wind
is assumed to be a smaller effect occurring over
multiple time steps. We validated our approach to
obtaining the measurement noise by deriving the
implied positional uncertainty from the unfiltered
data, and compared this error to the positional error
described in [20].

Since the filtering approach reduces the forecasting
error, on average, there are some points for which the
error will be worst than without the filter. However,
the adaptive filter tends to result in the worst error
when the original error is small. Figure 10 illustrates
this effect. As the original error (obtained by
extrapolating the average speed), decreases, a higher
percentage of points experience an increase in the
error through the adaptive filtering technique. This
situation might occur when the wind is not subject to
many random variations.

We applied the filter to each flight in our data set.
The first half of each flight was used to train the
filter and obtain an initial guess at the filter
parameters. The filter then continued to adapt as the
flight progressed. Our analysis using the radar data
only involved a look-ahead time of 10 minutes since
our data was limited to about 30-40 minutes of data
per flight.

Distribution of Improvements

For each flight, we obtained the error in forecasting
the future position using two methods:

•

Improves
Number of points

•

160

Projecting current average ground speed
forward for the look-ahead time
Using the adapted filter approach to obtain the
forecast position at the look-ahead time.

Figure 9 displays an example of the positional error
obtained using these two methods. The curves
represent the error in the current forecast that will be
encountered 10 minutes from the current time. In
this case, notice that the adaptive filtering approach
produces a smaller error, on average, than
extrapolation of the average ground speed.

Error (nmi)

1.5

1-1.5 1.5-2. 2.-2.5 2.5-3

3-3.5

Figure 10. Distribution of improvements as a
function of original error magnitude

Impact of Reduction
The observed reduction in trajectory forecasting error
can be translated into improved performance of
decision support tools.
As an example, we
investigated the improved performance of a conflict
probe using a look-ahead time of 10 minutes and a
positional uncertainty of both 1.4 nautical miles and
1.0 nautical mile with the adaptive filter. A Monte
Carlo simulation of flights potentially subject to
conflicts was developed and the statistics of the
conflict detection were investigated.
We only
investigated the impact on crossing conflicts.

Adapted

0.5
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0.5-1

Original error (nmi)

Average

1000

40

0-0.5

1

-0.5
800

80

0

Forecast Error (10 minutes forward)
2

Gets worse

120

1400

Time (sec)

Without any buffers on the conflict probe, the
improved trajectory forecasting results in a reduction
of the missed alert rate from 9.5% to 6.4%. The false
alert rate similarly decreased from 6.8% to 5.1%.

Figure 9. Reduction in forecast error through
application of adaptive filter
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If a 3-nautical-mile buffer is placed on the conflict
probe, the missed alert rate is reduced to a low level
in the original case (0.17%). The conflict probe
using the adaptive forecast encounters a very low
missed alert rate of 0.02%. Using the adaptive
filtering technique, the buffer size on the conflict
probe can be reduced to 2 nautical miles while
maintaining the same missed alert rate. This
simultaneously leads to a reduction in the false alert
rate from 31% to 23%.

unnecessarily displacing aircraft, and to trajectory
benefits for flights (time and fuel). Further benefits
of improved trajectory forecasting are well
documented (e.g., [4], [5], [6], [9]).

Conclusions

The approach described herein can provide some
trajectory forecasting improvements via processing of
existing data. This approach does not require the
development and deployment of sensors, nor the
exchange of data between airborne and ground
systems.

The proposed method could also be applied to
airborne tools for self separation. Unlike the ground
system, the aircraft would be able to locally measure
some of the adapted parameters and may provide
better results.

We have presented a technique using an adaptive
Kalman filter to provide improvements in short term
(5 to 20 minutes) trajectory forecasting. Results of
simulation using this technique show improvements
in trajectory forecasting from 70% with a 5-minute
look-ahead to 40% at 20 minutes. While shorter
look-ahead times have a higher percentage
improvement, the errors and corresponding error
reductions are smaller at these shorter look-ahead
times.
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Use of this method for look-ahead times at or below
5 minutes requires a model incorporating
longitudinal aircraft dynamics. For longer lookahead times, the longitudinal aircraft dynamics can
be simplified into a lagged response to wind
disturbances.
An adaptation model was developed and applied to
actual radar data with promising results. The filter
relied entirely on historical data and could be
applied in a real-time setting. With a look-ahead
time of 10 minutes, the measured forecast position
error could be reduced by about 30% from an rms
value of 1.4 nautical miles down to 1 nautical mile.
While the adaptive filter reduces the average error
in position forecasting, there are instances for which
the error is increased. Fortunately, these correspond
to times during which the uncertainty is low and a
method could be developed to turn off the filter
during these periods.
Improvements to the short-term trajectory forecasts
can provide benefits to ATM tactical decision
support tools such as metering tools and conflict
probe. Results of a Monte Carlo simulation showed
that the reduction obtained could be used to provide
improvements in missed alert, false alert and
required buffer size. The reduction in the false alert
rate would lead to reduced controller workload in
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